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I. INTRODUCTION

Now-a-days one of the practical methods of achieving biological

control over an insect population is to release sexually sterile males

into its natural population. Knipling [II first conceived of this

spectacular idea. The first successful field test of this technique

was carried out in the island of Curaco [2] against the screw-worm fly.

The technique was established on a solid mathematical foundation by

Costello and Taylor [31. Goh, Leitmann and Vincent [4] made a control-

theoretic study of a prey-predator pest community subjected to a pesticide.

However, they did not,in general, take economic aspects into consideration.

In the present paper, we study a community of two ecologically

independent insect species which are subjected to a combined spray of

insecticides. The equations for the biological growth of the species are

derived by taking breeding and natural mortality into account, and by

assuming the presence of some sexually sterile males in the populations.

We first examine several aspects regarding the dynamical behaviour of the

system and then prove the existence of a bionomic equilibrium under some

parametric constraint. Further, we invoke Pontryagin's maximum principle [5]

to achieve a bioeconomic optimal steady state of the system. Lastly, the

principal results obtained here are summarized.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
ABSTRACT

The paper deals with a community of two ecologically independent

insect species subjected to a combined spray of insecticides. The

growth equations for the community are constructed taking breeding into

account and assuming the presence of some sexually sterile males in the

populations. The dynamical behaviour of the community is explained at

length. A bioeconomic analysis of the spraying programme is undertaken

and the existence of a bionomic equilibrium is proved. The optimal

spraying policy is studied with the help of Pontryagin's maximum

principle. Lastly, the. principal results are summarized.
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Let us consider two ecologically independent insect populations

which are subjected to a combined spraying effort of insecticides, and

which are of sizes x,(t), x,(t(), respectively, at time t. We assume
rh

that the change x^t + At) - x^(t) in the size of the i species in

time 4t occcurs due to the following factors:

i) The insect populations change continuously due to breeding.

Let a. « the constant rate at which food is available to each
I ..

adult of the i species,

fi, ̂  the constant rate at which food supply is required to

maintain each adult of the i species where a. > 0., i = 1,2,

The excess amount of food available per unit time to each adult of

the i species is cc, - p. .

Let us now assume that the adult females are capable of converting

the excess food into eggs at a uniform rate. Thus the average number of

eggs laid by the y. adult females of the i species in time it is

given by
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III. DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE SYSTEM

Let us now introduce the concept of the so-called sterile male

technique [3] of controlling the growth of the insect populations. Let there

be a constant number H, of sterile males present in each generation of the

i species consisting of y. females and y. + M. males so that 2y, + M^ = x^«

It fellows that y.(t) fertile females will choose mates from a total male

population of y. + M. . A fraction y./(y. 4- M. ) of these matings

produces off-springs. Hence the modified expression for the average number

of t'ggs laid in time At becomes

ii) The number of insects of the i species dying in time fit due

to natural mortality is taken to be Y-X. At where if. is a function of

both x, and t.

iii) The number of insects of the i species killed in time At due

to insecticides is assumed to be qiix.At where u("^0) denotes the rate

of application of the pesticides for combined killing of the two species,

and q^ is the coefficient of killing (or the coefficient of artificial

mortalityJ.

Taking the above three situations into consideration, making up the

balance and considering the limit fit -+ 0, the differential equations

governing the growth of the two insect populations become

Assuming that f-L << x^, Eq. ( 1) yields

CD

(2)

where

a- =

(3)

*X — -~r Q^\~fij_ )— ~l\ ~ intrinsic growth rate or biotic
^ potential of the î -h species.potential oi the iL11 spe

The second term on the right side of Eq.(2) indicates that the presence of

some sterile males in the insect, population has a damping effect on its

form

Using the transformation Xi = ^ - •£ , Eq.(2) reduces to the

V — (4)

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed here that S1? qt> u are in-

dependent of time t.

The solutions of the system (4) are

(5)

and the equation of the trajectories in the (X^.Xj) plane is

(6)

The origin is the only critical point of the system (4) and hence (b^/aj,

b2/a,) is the only critical point of the original system (2). It may be

noted that the critical point of the system would be (0,0) in the absence

of sterile males. Hence the level of equilibrium of both the insect

populations is raised due to partial sterility and thus there is no danger

of extinction, of either species. Extinction of any species may be

harmful to the ecosystem.

To speak of the nature of the critical point, we have to deal with

the following cases:

Case I; When a,̂ > a^ ̂> O, the critical point is an unstable node. The

paths diverge towards infinity as t •+ +» and converge to the critical

point as t-^ - °« (Fig.l). The condition here implies

Let us refer to the ratio of the "biotic potential to the

coefficient of killing" as the "biotechnical destructivity (btd)" of a

species. This ratio reflects the technical efficiency of the programme of

spraying insecticides to kill the insect populations which cause damages

to crops.

The above condition now admits of the following interpretation:

If the btd of each species be greater than the spraying rate, the

biological equilibrium is unstable.

growth.
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Case II; If a.^ < a1 < 0, i.e. if the btd of each species be less than the

spraying rate, the direction along the paths in the phase plane is reversed

(Fig.2) and the critical point is an asymptotically stable node.

Case III; When a^ < 0 < a,, i.e. when the btd of the first species is

greater but that of the second species is less than the spraying rate,

the paths in the phase plane are as shown in Fig.3. All paths except the

scparatrices (f, = 0, X, = 0) originate from infinity (t = -«>) and terminate

at infinity (t = +n). The critical point is a saddle point and it is

unstable.

Case IV; When a. C. 0 <. a,, the direction along the paths is reversed

and the equilibrium point is a saddle point. Hence the biological equilibrium

of the system is unstable in Cases III and IV also.

Case V: When a^ = a^ <C 0, the paths in the phase plane are half lines of

all possible slopes passing through the equilibrium point. Each of these

half-lines approaches and enters the equilibrium point as t -» •=, i.e. all

the paths of the system enter (b./a , b^/a.,) as t -» + M . The critical

point is a node and it is asymptotically stable (Fig.A). In this case, the

biotechnical destructivity of each species is less than the spraying rate.

Also the biotic potential of one species is in excess (or deficit) over

that of the other by an amount by which the kill rate of this species

exceeds (or falls short of) that of the other.

Case VI: When a. = a. y 0, the situation is the same as in Case V except

that the paths enter the critical point as t-» -co; the node is unstable

and the arrows in Fig.4 are all reversed. Here the biotechnical

destructivity of both the species is greater than the spraying rate.

IV. COST ANALYSIS

We now l.ry ho make a simple economic analysis of the spraying

programme.

Let C = set-up cost,

C, — spraying cost proportional to its rate,

C^ - the cost of breeding (assumed to be the same
for both the species).

According to our assumption, availability of excess food to the insect

population stimulates its breeding activity and crops (far human consumption)

serve as this food stock. Thus breeding through damages to crops imposes

a cost on the human society and we take it as Cu"b"

-5-

Also, let pi - projected profit due to crop saving through

killing an insect of the i t h species.

The economic rent (net revenue) at any time is given by

(7)

Our objective is to maximize the total discounted net revenues for V" t ^ ° -

The present value J of a continuous tine-stream of revenues is given by [6]t

T =
-r-t

(8)

where r stands for the instantaneous annual rate of discount.

V. BIONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM

We now examine the existence of a bionomic equilibrium of the

dynamical system (2). The equations of the system are

S • bi
Thus x. = 0 =i u = — , i » 1,2. Hence the equilibrium1 q. nir.i
solutions x- = Xj = 0 occur only at a point (x,,X2) on the curve

(9)

The bionomic equilibrium of the system is determined by (9) together with

the condition

- o.
(10)

The biological equilibrium curve (9) passes through the origin while the

zero-profit line (10) does not. Again, (10) has a segment cut-off between

the axes in the first quadrant provided
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Under such circumstances, there exists a unique bionomic equilibrium

'•xl«,'x2»'*wnere xi» • X2» a r e P o s i t i v e a n d hence neither population faces

extinction (which is obviously undesirable from the viewpoint of maintaining

stability in the ecosystem).

VI. OPTIMAL SPRAYING POLICY

Our purpose is to maximize the discounted value of net revenues

for all tim>>s "t^O. The present value of a continuous time-stream of

revenues for t >/ 0 is given by

(11)

We now invoke Pontryagin's maximal principle [7] to maximize the

objective functional J subject to the state equations (2).

We construct the Hamiltonian

(12)

where A ^ t ) . A2(t) are the adjoint or costate variables. Here u(t) is

the control variable subject to the constraints O 4. u(t) £ u which

define the control set U = [0,u ]
t ' max

It is obvious that u(t) must be positive. The upper limit Ufflax

of u(t) indicates limitations of the available facilities and personnel

for the spraying programme. The upper bound can also be a dynamic variable

reflecting the changing capabilities of the spraying programme. However,

we take it as a constant for simplicity of mathematical treatment.

Assuming that u(t) is an optimal control and x,(t), x,(t) are

the corresponding responses, the maximal principle ensures the existence

of adjoint variables A,(t), A.,(t) for all t >yQ such that

(13)

It is too formidable a task to solve the above control problem by

taking u as a dynamic variable. We first consider an optimal equilibrium

solution so that

X %,*!
Eqs.(13) and (14) can be written as

Va,
(15)

(16)

If uq, > {, and r > S. - uq., i.e. if the biotechnical destructivity be

less than the effort and the discount rate be greater than the net growth

rate (after spraying), the solution of (16) is

._
— constant, i = 1,2,...

rt

(17)

Assuming the transversality condition [8] at «> (i.e. \.e remain bounded

as t •+ ~ ) , we find that the shadow profits A.ert (i = 1,2) to be achieved

through the killing of the two insect populations, remain constant in

equilibrium.

Eq.(17) may be written as

ST =
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where SP = shadow profit,

GPC = gross projected profit for the kill,

BC = breeding cost,

DR = discount rate,

NGRK = net growth rate after killing.

Again, the condition that the Hamiltonian H must be a maximum for u £. U

is

2> H -r

(18)

This result may be rewritten in the form

.= e. £ H . (i9)

Eq.(19) admits of the following economic interpretation:

At any time, the marginal user cost of spraying equals the dis-

counted value of the marginal revenue, Eq.(18) leads, together with (17),

to the result,

V>n»- (20)

Eq.(2O) determines, by virtue of (IS), the optimal equilibrium trajectory

in the phase plane satisfied by the optimal equilibrium populations

V -

Using (20), we may write

When r^-j-co, (20) yields the relation

(21)

anil hence

(22)

-9-

The form of the profit function in (21) suggests that i is a decreasing

function of the discount rate r and hence might become a maximum for

r = 0. This eventuality is, however, critically dependent on the values

of other parameters. Moreover, it is seen from (22) that ir̂  might

become negative at some stage, implying thereby that the economic revenue

is completely dissipated for high discount rates. This sort of situation

inevitably occurs when the insects suffer from shortage of food (i.e. b. 4 0).

For r = 0, the steady state solution (

problem is given by the simultaneous equations

to the optimal control

- 0 •1 = 1, X )

which yield

(23)

1 when bj "̂  0 (i.e. the insects have excess food)

One^ 4. 1.
i i±
d

provided - — - p — ? ± WJJBH U. . ,_._. .._. .

For b. <^ 0, (23) gives the optimal steady state iff —
1 p. Cb

may recognize that — = ratio of price to breeding cost and =-^ = ratio
Cb M

of (natural) mortality coefficient to biotic potential. Here c. and

are constants connected by the relation c,q, + c,q'_ = C-> an!*

c.q.ux. = cost of killing the x. species at the rate <!iuxi •
Now the matrix

is negative or positive definite according to h.< or -> 0. In order that
1 * ^

the objective function J possesses an interior maximum at (x.,x,), the

generalized Legendre condition [5] requires that the above matrix should

be negative definite. Thus the singular steady state (x.,x_) leads to

the maximization of economic revenue iff b. ̂ .0 (i.e. the insects suffer

from lack of food).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proved that the growth of the two-species insect community

is dampened by the presence of some sterile males in each species, and hence

the sterile male technique can well be thought of as a good mechanism
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of controlling the natural growth of insect populations. The dynamical

behaviour of the community subjected to a combined spraying programme

reveals that it has an asymptotic stability iff the biotechnical destructivity

of each species be less than the rate of spraying insecticides. It is

also seen that under certin constraints to be satisfied by the biological

parameters (f>i, ̂ , b^, the conomic parameters (Ch>C g ,C h,Pi) and the

technical parameters q^, there may exist a unique bionomic equilibrium

of the community with positive population levels for both the species.

We have proved further that the optimal control problem yields a singular

steady state if (i) the biotechnical destructivity of each species be less

than t.he spraying rate and (ii) the discount rate be greater than the net

growth rate of either species. This optimal steady state leads to a

situation in which the marginal user cost of spraying equals the dis-

counted value of the marginal revenue. Further, this optimal singular

steady state corresponds to the maximization of net economic revenue iff

the insect populations suffer from shortage of food.
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